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ST. LOUIS ASA UMPIRE’S ASSOCIATION

CELEBRATING OUR
INDEPENDENCE
St. Louis ASA Umpires Make Great
Showing In Oklahoma City, OK
Championship Crew – Shannon Umpired 3rd Base!

.

St. Louis ASA Umpires, Shannon
Kamp and Bob Nicholas recently
umpired at the 14U Hall of Fame
National Qualifier in Oklahoma
City, OK.
Please congratulate and ask the two
of them about their experience in the
upcoming months!
Both of them did a great job and
made St. Louis proud! Shannon was
assigned third base in the
Championship Game –
Congratulations!

July is full of several activities!
The Junior Olympic ASA Metro Fast Pitch Tournament is scheduled
the weekend following the July 4th Holiday! Following that, your St.
Louis ASA Umpire Association will be HOSTING the Inaugural
Junior Olympic – Illinois vs. Missouri ASA All-Star Games.
This is a FUND RAISING event that will need many volunteers –
Please Help Support This Event! More details to follow.

Rawlings Batting Helmet
During the Equipment Testing and Certification Committee meeting on
June 1, 2012; Rawlings Sporting Goods Company asked ASA to review the
Cool Flow helmet with the snap fit face mask. After reviewing the helmet, it
was determined that this helmet and facemask design met the intent of ASA
Rule 3, Section 5E: OFFENSE: All adult fast pitch, modified pitch and all
Junior Olympic offensive players, including the on-deck batter, and Junior
Olympic players acting as coaches in the coach’s box, must properly wear
double ear flap NOCSAE approved batting helmets. All Junior Olympic
batting helmets shall be equipped with chin straps. All Junior Olympic Fast
Pitch batting helmets shall be equipped with a securely fastened NOCSAE
approved face mask/guard. Batting helmets that are broken, cracked, dented,
or that have been illegally altered are prohibited from use.

What’s the
call?
Play #1 – JO FP

In the top of the eighth inning, the
offensive coach asks the umpires
what they are supposed to do. The
umpires tell the coach to place the
batter due to bat last in this inning
on second base and proceed with
their normal lineup. B9 is
scheduled to bat, but the team
misunderstands the umpire and
puts B9 on second base as R1 to
begin the tie-breaker. B1 comes to
bat and hits a ball between F7 and
F8. R1 scores and B1 is thrown
out at 2B. After calling time, the
defensive coach appeals that the
wrong runner was on 2B and the
wrong batter just hit.
(Answer on Page 7)
Play #2 – JO FP

Team A has ten players listed on
the line-up card. The DP is batting
in the 4th spot for the pitcher listed
in the 10 spot (FLEX) on the lineup card. In the 4th inning the DP
gets a single to LF. The coach of
team “A” calls time and puts the
pitcher in to run for the DP. After
one pitch the coach asks for time
and now wants to put in a courtesy
runner for the pitcher. Is this
legal?
(Answer on Page 7)

The question was, “Is the face mask securely fastened?" The answer is “yes.”
Based on the discussions, the Rawlings Cool Flow Batting Helmet with the
snap fit face mask is approved for use in ASA Championship Play. Make
sure the top clip is installed facing forward and both the mask and the
helmet must have the NOCSAE Certification approval on them. Please note
the NOCSAE approval on the mask is on the inside of the mask. The model
numbers are: PL1, PL1W, PLDLX, UBH, CFBH, CFBHM, CFEX,
CFMAT, and CFHL

Please Congratulate The Following St. Louis Umpires For Being
Chosen To Umpire The

Tom Ade, George Buckingham,
Paul Jacoby, Shannon Kamp,
George Krumm, & Dianna Wozniak.
They Will Be Joined By Illinois Umpires:

Tony Anbertina, Christian Hoffman,
Mark Ottis, & Glenn Vetter.

Do you Have Friends That Can Umpire?
Have Them Register With St. Louis ASA!

What Should “I” Do?
Throughout the ASA Rule Book we constantly refer to “a pitch”,
as legal or illegal. So a pitch to ASA Umpires can be a legal or an
illegal act. ASA has always taught that for a pitch to be delivered,
legal or illegal, the batter must be in the batter’s box and the
pitcher in the pitching position with all defensive players except
the catcher in fair territory. We also teach, as shown in the umpire
manual on page 244, if a batter is not in the batter’s box umpires
should hold up play. Umpires should hold up play on a right-

Thank a Veteran – then spend time with your friends &
family celebrating our nation’s independence!

As we move into the heart of the 2012 ASA
Softball season the questions about illegal pitches
come up on a regular basis, especially in the game
of fast pitch. ASA umpires have always been
taught that all pitchers are legal until they do
something that is Illegal. If you look at pitchers
from this perspective it makes it easy to see and
call illegal pitches. One question recently asked
that should make you stop and think is, “Can an
illegal pitch be called without the batter in the
batter’s box? “

handed batter by raising your right arm above your head
with the palm open and facing the pitcher. On a left-handed
batter raise your left arm above your head with your palm
open and facing the pitcher.
We also have rule support throughout the ASA Rule Book,
for a legal or illegal pitch to occur the batter MUST be in the
batter’s box. Using the ASA rules as a complete body of work the
following rules, used together, support the fact no batter equals no
illegal pitch.
More About Illegal Pitches On Page 5 Of The Newsletter!

This is a great question because it is an example of
the ASA rules being a body of work and not a lot
of “stand-alone” rules. If you were to look at ASA
Rule 6 Section 1, 2, or 3 there is nothing that says
the batter must be in the batter box for an illegal
pitch to occur and or be called. An example would
be a pitcher steps on the pitcher’s plate with their
hands together, separates them, waits on a batter
to enter the box, then once the batter enters the
box brings the hands back together, can an umpire
call an illegal pitch for bringing the hands together
more than one time?
(Cont. Next Column)

Are YOU Available To VOLUNTEER?
th

Your St. Louis ASA Umpire Association NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT July 11 ! We are teaming up with Johnny
Mac’s Sports & Local Radio, to bring to St. Louis University, ASA’s, Illinois vs. Missouri Junior Olympic All-Star Games.

How Your Help Is Needed:
Ticket Sales ~ 50/50 Sales ~ Silent Auction Table ~ Concession Stand ~ Work The Grill ~ Set-Up / Break Down

Please Contact Dianna Wozniak To Volunteer Your Time!!
asasoftballnut@yahoo.com or 314-583-3599
ALL Proceeds Go To OUR St. Louis ASA Umpire Association!

Traveling Umpires: ASA Provides Opportunities For Its Umpires.

Men’s Fast Pitch Softball:
• Norvin Porter and Roy
Shoffner traveled to
Kelso, MO to umpire in
this summer’s Kelso
Classic – Men’s Fast
Pitch Tournament!
• Congratulations to Roy
for working 3rd Base on
the Championship Game!
Roy Shoffner umpiring at the Kelso –
Men’s Fast Pitch Tournament - June.

Umpire Payments:

Norvin Porter – “Punches” the batter out on strike three!

UMPIRES ENJOYING A BITE TO EAT BEFORE A FULL DAY’S WORK!

Slow
Pitch
Leagues:
Umpires need to submit
their score sheets To
either Roger Berry (City
Leagues), or Greg Pohl
(Other Leagues) at the
end of the month for
payment. We will make
every attempt to get the
checks written and in
the
mail
within
3-5
Business days.
Tournaments: Upon The
completion
of
the
Tournament,
the
uic
must
submit
a
“post
tournament packet” to
me within three days.
After Reviewing All The
information,
I
will
attempt To write out
checks and get them in
the mail no later than
the following Friday.

UMPIRES ENJOYING A BITE TO EAT AFTER A FULL DAY’S WORK!

THE FOLLOWING UMPIRES HAVE TRAVELLED OUT OF TOWN TO UMPIRE THE PAST FEW WEEKS:
TERRY BEREITSCHAFT, GEORGE BUCKINGHAM, MICKEY COHEN, RON DICKSON, HOMER GRIFFITH, BOB GUMMERSHEIMER,
SHANNON KAMP, GEORGE KRUMM, GREG POHL, NORVIN PORTER, JOSH ROSENFIELD, DAIMON RUSSELL, MARC SANDERS,
TOM SCHOMAKER, GARRY SETTLES, ROY SHOFFNER, KEVIN WALLACE, LEON WATSON, & DIANNA WOZNIAK

Question: In the Two Umpire system is it better for an umpire to go out
on all fly balls so you will be safe from any problems that may occur in the
outfield?
Answer: We have never said if you go out on all fly balls you will be safe
from any problems. In the Two Umpire System, we teach that the base
umpire should go out on any fly ball that might be trapped or near the
fence. The base umpire in the Two Umpire System must read the play
immediately and decide “Do I NEED to go out because the fly ball could
be trapped?” So, in the Two Umpire System, if the base umpire feels the
NEED to go out on a fly ball, then go. The emphasis is on the issue of
NEED. We do not want umpires in a two-umpire system saying they do
not go out on fly balls because they are in the Two Umpire System.

More About
Illegal Pitches:

Upcoming Events

When
taking the pitching position in contact with
the pitcher’s plate, the pitcher must have
their hands separated and must have the
ball in either the glove or the pitching hand.
The pitcher shall not be considered in the
pitching position unless the catcher is in
position to receive the pitch.
Rule 6, Section 1A and B

Rule 6, Section 10B The pitcher attempts

a quick return of the ball before the batter
has taken a position in the batter’s box or
when the batter is off balance.
EFFECT: Section 10 A-E: The ball is
dead; all subsequent action on that pitch is
cancelled.
Rule 7, Section 3A: Prior to the pitch, the

batter must have both feet completely within
the lines of the batter’s box. The batter may
touch the lines, but no part of the foot may
be outside the lines prior to the pitch.

These three rules show the preliminaries
of the pitch, what an umpire should do if
the batter is not in the box or ready to
receive a pitch, and that the batter has to
be completely in the batter’s box prior to
the pitch. So when looking at these rules
together we have rule support that a
batter must be in the box before a pitch
legal or illegal can be delivered.
This is a great example why we say apply
the rules to the play and not the play to
the rule. Get to know the rules better
and use the entire ASA Rules of Softball
as a body of work to help guide you in
those situations.

Why are we doing this?

1. To honor area players for their athletic abilities and
softball skills as well as their dedication to the game of fast
pitch softball.
2. To showcase camaraderie as well as competition among
youth fast pitch players.
3. To create a fund raising opportunity for St. Louis Metro
ASA umpires to help offset the expense of attending
umpire schools, tournaments, and aid in the recognition of
ALL St. Louis ASA Registered Umpires.

Please Contact Diana Wozniak To Volunteer Your Time!!
asasoftballnut@yahoo.com or 314-583-3599
ALL Proceeds Go To OUR St. Louis ASA Umpire Association!

THE FOLLOWING UMPIRES WILL BE REPRESENTING
ST. LOUIS ASA THIS YEAR AT
ASA NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS!
Michael “Mick” Cohen – 16U Northern Territory – North Platte, NE
Homer Griffith – 16U ASA/USA – Montgomery, AL
Paul Jacoby – 16U Northern Territory – North Platte, NE
Norvin Porter – Boys & Men’s 23U USA – Rolla, MO
Tom Schomaker – 16U ASA/USA – Montgomery, AL
Roy Shoffner – Boys & Men’s 23U USA – Rolla, MO

Pitching Styles: Fast Pitch
As long as the pivot foot starts on the pitcher's plate and
pushes away, remains on the ground, or below the plane of
the pitcher’s plate, within the 24-inch width of the pitcher's
plate, and the arm continues without stopping in the delivery,
it is a legal pitch. The pitcher opening her hips causes the foot
to turn (pivot mark in the dirt) and then with pivot foot
remaining on the ground (drag mark), the pitcher then closes
her hips which produces another pivot mark in the dirt. This
is not an illegal pitch by ASA pitching rules. We would also
add, it is not possible to push, drag, stop and re-push while
the non-pivot foot is in the air. It is possible to re-push if you
leap and land.
When watching a pitcher, look from the standpoint they
For the past few months or so, the ASA are legal until they do something illegal.
National Staff has been asked about a Below: ASA breaks the rule down to the simplest of terms:
pitching style called a “Push, Drag, Push” or
Rule 6, Section 1C [2]: The pitcher shall take a position with both feet
a “Crow Drag” in Women’s and Junior
in contact with the pitcher’s plate.
Olympic Fast Pitch. This is described as a
pitcher that pushes from the pitcher’s plate, Rule 6, Section 2: The pitch starts when the hands are separated once
they have been placed together.
drags her pivot foot, stops and pushes again.
We have been told that there are some Rule 6, Section 3I: In the act of delivering the ball, the pitcher must
indicators like a bent leg or the pivot foot take one step with the non-pivot foot simultaneous with the release of
bearing weight as a factor in this style of the ball. The step must be forward and toward the batter within the 24pitching. We have looked at several videos inch length of the pitcher’s plate. It is not a step if the pitcher slides the
pivot foot across the pitcher’s plate toward the batter, or if the pivot foot
and several pitchers. We disagree that any of turns or slides in order to push off the pitcher’s plate, provided contact
these pitchers are pushing, dragging,
is maintained with the plate. Raising the foot off the pitching plate and
stopping and pushing again. We can see what
returning it to the plate creates a rocking motion and is an illegal act.
appears to be a pivot by the pivot foot at the
Rule 6 Section 3K: Pushing off and dragging the pivot foot in contact
end of their delivery but not a re-push.
with the ground is required. If a hole has been created, the pivot foot
Nowhere in the ASA rules does it state
anything illegal about the pivot foot bearing
weight or the leg being bent.

may drag no higher than the level plane of the ground.
Following our rules in simple form should make it easier to determine an
illegal pitch in our Women’s and Junior Olympic game.

Umpires attending our June Clinic at Fontbonne University listen to Shannon Kamp share a little about her experience at the
ASA Hall Of Fame NQ earlier that month in Oklahoma City.

ASA Uniforms:

Caps, Shirts – S/S and L/S, Jackets, Ball Bags (Navy or Gray), &
Brush / Indicators are still available for purchase! If you need
something, please email Greg Pohl at: StLASAUIC@gmail.com
and we can get it to you!
If we do not have something in stock for you, we can order it for you! Take
a look at uniform options available to you at: www.officialgear.com. We
can save you money on your purchase, and every purchase you make from
St. Louis ASA helps put money into our association!

What’s the call?
(From Page 2)

Ruling #1 FP

B9 Is Out For Batting Out Of
Order. There Is NO Penalty For
Putting The Wrong Runner On
Base. However R1’s Run Does
NOT Count. B1’s Out Stands,
B8 Is Placed On 2B With Two
Outs & B2 Is The Batter.
Rule 7, Sec2D (2) Effect (a, b) and
EXCEPTION.
Ruling #2

This Is NOT Legal & Should
NOT BE ALLOWED. The
Courtesy Runner Is Not
Permitted To Run As A Courtesy
Runner for The DP, If The DP Is
Batting For The Pitcher or the
Catcher. In This Case The DP Is
Who Earned Their Way On Base,
Not The Pitcher, So NO Courtesy
Runner Would Be Allowed.
Rule 8, Sec. 10
July 6-8:
JO Fast Pitch
Metro Championships:

ABC Park, St. Ann, will be
hosting our Junior Olympic ASA
Fast Pitch Metro Championships.
Greg Pohl will be scheduling and
the UIC for this event.
It is my intent to schedule
umpires looking to advance to
ASA National Championships to
Three Umpire Crews (at a
REDUCED OR UNPAID RATE)
for the Winner’s Final, Loser’s
Final, & Championship game.

Plays & Rulings:
Play #1: B1, the pitcher, hits a double in the second inning. B1 is replaced
by the Courtesy Runner. After a pitch to B2 the defense point out that the
Courtesy Runner was the same player who ran as the Courtesy Runner for
the catcher.
Ruling: The same courtesy runner may not run for both the pitcher and
the catcher at any time during the game. This makes this person an illegal
runner and is disqualified and can be replaced by a legal substitute, the
pitcher or a legal Courtesy Runner. Rule 4, Section 3a-c, Rule 8, Section
10A[3]
Play #2: B1 receives ball four and the ball is returned to F1 in the circle.
B1 runs toward 1B and rounds it, stops and returns to 1B. The coach asks
for time and wants B1 out on the Look Back Rule.
Ruling: B1 is not out for rounding 1B, stopping and retuning to 1B. A
batter-runner may round 1B, stop, and then must immediately return to 1B
or attempt to advance to 2B when the pitcher has the ball in the circle.
Rule 8, Section 7T[3a]
Play #3: With no outs, R1 on 1B, B2 hits a ground ball to the outfield. R1
rounds 2B and is obstructed halfway to 3B. B2 is standing still between
2B and 3B when the ball is returned to F1 in the circle. F1 makes no
attempt to play on R1. Immediately after F1 receives the ball in the circle,
R1 starts moving back toward 2B. Prior to reaching 2B, R1 reverses her
direction and runs safely to 3B. What is the ruling?
Ruling: Once R1, the obstructed runner, violates the Look Back Rule, the
umpire should call dead ball, and award R1and B2 the base or bases which
would have been reached, in the umpire’s judgment, had there not been
obstruction – they are not out. Violation of the Look Back Rule does not
meet any of the exceptions of protecting the runner between the bases they
were obstructed. Rule 8, Section 7T [1-2] EFFECT: and Rule 8, Section
5B [2] Exception.

Uniform items can be picked up at either my home, at an ASA Event, or the
ASA office, once you have been notified they are in, or other arrangements must
be made to get them within two weeks of their arrival. You must pay for them
when you receive them, and Checks Are Preferred!
(Payable To: St. Louis ASA Umpire Association)

From An UPMLPAIYREERSS Perspective!
Carlos Lindo, Deputy Slow Pitch Umpire-In-Chief, and
ASA Elite Level Umpire Brings Many Years of
Experience To The Game Of Softball. Registered As An
ASA Umpire for Over 45 Years, Carlos Recently
Competed & Won A Qualifying Slow Pitch Tournament
in Rock Island, IL. Playing On the “Silver Sneakers,” 70
& Over, Men’s Competitive Team, Carlos Continues To
Be Active In This Great Game! Anytime you have a
chance to talk with Carlos, take the time to pick his brain
and gain some valuable knowledge!

Carlos takes this pitch to the fence
and wound up with a triple!

More Plays – Will You Come Up With The Same Answer?
Play: With R1 on 1B, B2 bunts the ball fair. F3 and F1 collide while fielding the ball as F4 covers 2B. F3 picks up the ball and throws to
1B and hit B2 in the back outside the running lane with no defense covering 1B. The umpire calls “Dead Ball” and declares B2 out for
running outside the running lane.
Ruling: Incorrect procedure. B2 cannot be out since there is no defensive player covering 1B to interfere with. The play should have
continued allowing R1 and B4 to advance with liability to be put out. Rule 8, Section 2E:
Play: R1 on 3B, R2 on 2B and R3 on 1B with two outs. B6 hits an extra base hit to the outfield, R1 scores, and R2 rounds third but
misses the base and scores. An appeal is made on R2 for missing 3B.
Ruling: R2 is ruled out and no runs score. Rule 1 Force Out, Rule 5, Section 5B [1]. No run shall score if the third out of the inning is
a result of: A batter-runner being called out prior to reaching first base or any other runner forced out due to the batter becoming a
batter-runner. On an appeal play, the force out is determined when the appeal is made, not when the infraction occurred.
Play: (Fast Pitch) With no outs and R1 on 2B B2 swings at strike three, and the catcher misses the ball and it rolls out in front of the
plate. B2 immediately moves to run to 1B and F2 stops to let B2 by before trying to pick up the ball. The umpire calls dead ball and the
batter out for interference.
Ruling: If in the judgment of the umpire the Batter-Runner interfered with F2s ability to make a play then B2 would be out. If in the
judgment of the umpire the Batter-Runner did not confuse, hinder or impede F2 from making a play then no interference could also be
the call in this play. Bottom line this call is umpire judgment. Rule 1 definitions and Rule 8 Section 2F [6]

St. Louis Umpire Social – Fast Pitch & Slow Pitch Umpires Are Welcome!
Join other ASA umpires for free appetizers, 50/50 drawing, Attendance & Raffle Prizes, Umpire
Trivia, and an enjoyable evening telling your war stories!
6:30 PM – Midnight Highlander

Stop By After Your Games,
We’ll Still Be There!

Pub & Grill – 5656 Oakland Ave.

(South of 40 & Aviation Fields - Near Forest Park)

Come Alone
– OR – Bring A
Significant Other

One Of Our Own – Published Again In Referee Magazine
Nail HBP Call By Piecing Parts Together – By Paul Jacoby
The batter start to bunt, turns and
leans toward the plate. The pitch
rides in and the catcher moves
over. Your vision of the ball is
completely blocked.
Was the
batter hit by the pitch? Did the
ball hit the bat?
Attempted
swing? Is the ball in the strike
zone? Did the batter move into
pitch?
Was
the
batter
intentionally hit?
There is much to consider in an
instant and limited view. The
NCAA has made it simpler to help
with that call. Under a 2012 rule
change, a batter hit by pitch totally
in the batter’s box without the
batter intentionally moving into
the pitch constitutes a hit by pitch
and the batter is awarded first
base.
Umpires no longer have to
judge whether the batter purposely
let the ball hit her. The CCA
Softball
Umpires
Manual
previously said that the plate
umpire cannot credibly get help
from a partner on a possible hit
batter. The current manual states,
“All umpires need to have all eyes
on the batter and the base umpire
should be able to give help if
called upon by the plate umpire.”
That’s a big help.
Batters in ASA, NFHS and
USSSA must attempt to avoid the
pitch, which leaves a lot of
interpretation to the umpire

because more and more players are
taught at all levels to move at the
pitch and not to bail out, especially
an inside pitch. That rule by ASA
and NFHS usually leads to
questioning and arguments by the
defense.
NFHS, NCAA and USSSA
bunt attempt rules are similar. If
the batter holds the bat in the strike
zone without pulling it back, it is a
strike.
In ASA, the batter
attempting a bunt must move the
bat toward the ball for a swinging
strike.
If a batter is hit by a pitch while
out of the front of the batter’s box,
it is no pitch under the NCAA
rules, unless the batter swings at it.
In ASA, NFHS and USSSA, it is a
dead ball strike if the batter
prevents the ball from entering the
strike zone.
While judging if a batter is hit
by pitch, make sure that the ball
was not hit or bunted into fair
territory. Read the players and
partners if you suddenly see the
ball in play. If it’s not in play, take
a moment to process what you’ve
just seen. Would the ball have
been a strike? Did the batter
intentionally move into the pitch?
Was the ball completely in the
batter’s box and the batter did not
intentionally get hit?

July 2012 Issue
In determining if the ball hit
the batter or bat, listen for sounds,
though they can be deceptive. A
ball off the bat can sound the
same as off the hand or arm.
Remember, the hands are not part
of the bat.
If the batter is immediately
hopping around and it looks like
she was hit, she probably was hit.
But also know that batters have
been known to fake it one in a
while to try and get on base.
Was the batter attempting to hit
the ball? That’s a great time to go
to a partner for help, like you
would do with a checked swing.
For a strike, the batter has to
attempt to hit the pitch, not just
move the bat to get out of the
way. If you are missing any of the
info needed to make the call, go to
your partners for help, but give
the benefit of the doubt to the
batter.
Read, wait, process, ask, get
help if needed, make the call and
move on. Get this tough call right
and you will be a better umpire.
Paul Jacoby is a college softball
umpire and former softball coach
from Wildwood, MO.
Paul is also a St. Louis ASA Umpire!

And Finally ~ Larry’s Tip Of The Month:

The Most Important Game You Work Is The Game You Are Doing!

